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A Consensus Support System Model for Group
Decision-Making Problems With Multigranular

Linguistic Preference Relations
E. Herrera-Viedma, L. Martínez, F. Mata, and F. Chiclana

Abstract—The group decision-making framework with lin-
guistic preference relations is studied. In this context, we assume
that there exist several experts who may have different background
and knowledge to solve a particular problem and, therefore, dif-
ferent linguistic term sets (multigranular linguistic information)
could be used to express their opinions. The aim of this paper
is to present a model of consensus support system to assist the
experts in all phases of the consensus reaching process of group
decision-making problems with multigranular linguistic prefer-
ence relations. This consensus support system model is based on i)
a multigranular linguistic methodology, ii) two consensus criteria,
consensus degrees and proximity measures, and iii) a guidance
advice system. The multigranular linguistic methodology permits
the unification of the different linguistic domains to facilitate the
calculus of consensus degrees and proximity measures on the basis
of experts’ opinions. The consensus degrees assess the agreement
amongst all the experts’ opinions, while the proximity measures
are used to find out how far the individual opinions are from the
group opinion. The guidance advice system integrated in the con-
sensus support system model acts as a feedback mechanism, and
it is based on a set of advice rules to help the experts change their
opinions and to find out which direction that change should follow
in order to obtain the highest degree of consensus possible. There
are two main advantages provided by this model of consensus sup-
port system. Firstly, its ability to cope with group decision-making
problems with multigranular linguistic preference relations, and,
secondly, the figure of the moderator, traditionally presents in the
consensus reaching process, is replaced by the guidance advice
system, and in such a way, the whole group decision-making
process is automated.

Index Terms—Consensus, fuzzy preference relation, group deci-
sion-making (GDM), linguistic modeling.

I. INTRODUCTION

GROUP decision-making (GDM) problems may be defined
as decision situations where: i) there are two or more ex-

perts who are characterized by their own ideas, attitudes, moti-
vations and knowledge, ii) there is a problem to be solved, and
iii) they try to achieve a common solution.

The ideal situation would be one where all the experts could
express their opinions on the problem in a precise way by
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means of numerical values. Unfortunately, in many cases,
experts deal with vague or imprecise information or have to
express their opinions on qualitative aspects that cannot be
assessed by means of quantitative values. In these cases, the
use of linguistic terms instead of precise numerical values
seems to be more adequate. This is the case, for example, when
experts try to evaluate the “comfort” or “design” of a car, where
linguistic terms like “good,”“fair,” “poor” are normally used;
while “fast,” “very fast,” “slow” are used when assessing the
“speed” [6].

Fuzzy sets theory has proven successful in handling fuzzi-
ness and modeling qualitative information [11], [15], [29], [36],
[38], [39]. In this theory, the qualitative aspects of the problem,
such as the linguistic labels in the above examples, are repre-
sented by means of “linguistic variables” [40], [43], [44], i.e.,
variables whose values are not numbers but words or sentences
in a natural or an appropriate artificial language.

An important parameter to determine in a linguistic approach
is the “granularity of uncertainty,” i.e., the cardinality of the lin-
guistic term set that will be used to express the information.
In GDM problems, when experts come from different research
areas, and thus have different background and levels of knowl-
edge, it is natural to assume that linguistic term sets of different
cardinality and/or semantics could be used to express their opin-
ions on the set of alternatives. In these cases, we say that we are
working in a multigranular linguistic context [10], [35], and we
will call this type of problem a multigranular linguistic GDM
problem.

In GDM problems there, are two processes to carry out be-
fore obtaining a final solution [9], [12], [17], [23]: the consensus
process and the selection process (see Fig. 1). The first one refers
to how to obtain the maximum degree of consensus or agree-
ment between the set of experts on the solution set of alterna-
tives. Normally, this process is guided by the figure of a moder-
ator [7], [12]–[14], [19]–[23]. The second one consists in how to
obtain the solution set of alternatives from the opinions on the
alternatives given by the experts. Clearly, it is preferable that
the set of experts reach a high degree of consensus before ap-
plying the selection process. In [10], the selection process for
multigranular linguistic GDM problem was studied. Therefore,
in this paper, we focus on the consensus process.

Consensus has become a major area of research in GDM
[2]–[4], [7], [8], [12], [17]–[26], [31], [33], [41]. A consensus
process is defined as a dynamic and iterative group discussion
process, coordinated by a moderator, who helps the experts to
bring their opinions closer. In each step of this process, the mod-
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Fig. 1. Resolution process of a GDM problem.

erator, by means of a consensus measure, knows the actual level
of consensus between the experts which establishes the distance
to the ideal state of consensus. If the consensus level is not ac-
ceptable, i.e., if it is lower than a specified threshold, then the
moderator would urge the experts to discuss their opinions fur-
ther in an effort to bring them closer. On the contrary, when the
consensus level is acceptable, the moderator would apply the
selection process in order to obtain the final consensus solution
to the GDM problem. In this framework, a question that needs
to be solved is how to substitute the actions of the moderator
in the group discussion process in order to automatically model
the whole consensus process.

Real important decisions are often difficult to make. To al-
leviate such difficulty it would be necessary and desirable to
use some kind of decision support. The aim of this paper is to
present a model of consensus support system (CSS) to automate
the consensus reaching process in GDM where the experts pro-
vide their opinions by means of multigranular linguistic prefer-
ence relations. In this CSS model, the figure of the moderator is
substituted by a feedback mechanism that uses a guidance ad-
vice system based on a set of advice rules to help the experts
change their opinions and know the direction of that change in
order to obtain the highest degree of consensus possible. In this
way, we design a consensus process that is controlled automat-
ically without using any human moderator. This CSS model is
based on two types of consensus criteria [12].

a) Consensus degrees to identify the level of agreement
amongst all the experts and to decide when the con-
sensus process should stop.

b) Proximity measures to evaluate the distance between
the experts’ individual opinions and the group or col-
lective opinion. The proximity values are used in the
feedback process to guide the direction of the changes
in the experts’ opinions in order to increase the con-
sensus degrees.

These consensus criteria are computed at the three different
levels of representation of information of a preference relation:
pair of alternatives, alternative, and relation. The CSS model
that we propose develops its activity in four phases.

1) Making the linguistic information uniform. In this
phase, all experts’ multigranular linguistic preferences
are unified in a same linguistic domain. We design

Fig. 2. Resolution process of a multigranular linguistic GDM problem based
on a CSS model.

a methodology based on transformation functions to
unify the multigranular linguistic information. This
phase is necessary to make the computation of both
consensus degrees and proximity measures easier.

2) Computation of consensus degrees. In this phase con-
sensus degrees amongst the experts are computed. To
do this, a similarity measure is defined to calculate the
coincidence amongst experts’ opinions.

3) Consensus control. In this phase the CSS controls
the level of consensus and the number of rounds of
discussion to be carried out. Thus, if the agreement
amongst the experts is greater than a specified con-
sensus threshold then the consensus process will
stop and the selection process will be applied to obtain
the solution of consensus. If that is not the case, the
fourth phase is applied, i.e., the experts’ opinions
must be modified. In order to avoid that the consensus
process does not converge after several rounds of dis-
cussion, we incorporate a maximum number of rounds
to be developed in the CSS model, Maxcycles, as was
done in the consensus model proposed in [3], [17].

4) Production of advice. To help experts change their
opinions, the CSS generates a set of recommendations
or advice. To do this, proximity measures are used
in conjunction with the consensus degrees to build
a guidance advice system, which acts as a feedback
mechanism that generates advice so that experts can
change their opinions.

A description of the resolution process of a multigranular GDM
problem that uses the proposed CSS model is shown in Fig. 2
The CSS receives the experts’ opinions expressed by means of
multigranular linguistic preference relations. Once the multi-
granular linguistic preference relations are uniform, the CSS
checks consensus by computing the consensus degrees at the
three levels of representation of information. If the global con-
sensus degree does not reach a specified consensus threshold

, then the feedback mechanism is applied to generate appro-
priate advice on the changes experts should do in their opinions
in order to increase the level of consensus. These phases are
applied until or Maxcycles are reached. This CSS model is,
therefore, developed using an evolutionary and iterative process
[28].
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Fig. 3. Set of seven linguistic terms with its semantics.

The rest of this paper is set out as follows. The multigranular
linguistic GDM problem is described in Section II. The CSS
model for multigranular linguistic GDM problems is detailed
in Section III. In Section IV, a practical example is given to
illustrate the application of the CSS model. Finally, in Section
5 we draw our conclusions.

II. MULTIGRANULAR LINGUISTIC GDM PROBLEMS

We focus on GDM problems in which two or more experts
express their preferences on a set of alternatives to obtain a so-
lution. A classical way to express preferences in GDM problems
is by means of preference relations [9]. A GDM problem based
on preference relations may be defined as follows: There are a
finite set of alternatives, and a
group of experts, ; each expert
provides his/her preferences about by means of a preference
relation, , where the value
is interpreted as the preference degree of the alternative over

for .
Traditionally, in fuzzy GDM problems, experts express their

opinions about by means of fuzzy preference relations with
numerical values [6], [9], [23], [42], i.e., .
However, there are situations where it could be very difficult
for the experts to provide their opinions using precise numerical
values, as is the case, for example, when the knowledge about
the alternatives is vague and/or imprecise. In such cases, the
alternative use of a fuzzy linguistic approach [40], [43], [44] has
provided good results [11], [27], [29], [34], [38], [39]. In this
approach, linguistic assessments are used instead of numerical
values to represent preferences, i.e., preferences on alternatives
are assessed using linguistic terms or labels [40], [43], [44], i.e.,

, where is a linguistic
term set characterized by its cardinality or granularity, #

. The granularity of should be small enough so as not to
impose useless precision levels on the users but big enough to
allow a discrimination of the assessments in a limited number
of degrees. Additionally, the following properties are assumed.

1) The set is ordered: , if .

2) There is the negation operator: such that
.

3) There is the min operator: if .
4) There is the max operator: if

.
The semantics of the terms is given by fuzzy numbers defined

on the [0,1] interval. One way to characterize a fuzzy number is
using a representation based on parameters of its membership
function [1]. For example, the following semantics, represented
in Fig. 3, can be assigned to a set of seven terms via triangular
fuzzy numbers:

Perfect

Very High

High

Medium

Low

Very Low

None

The ideal situation in GDM problems in a linguistic context
would be one where all the experts use the same linguistic
term set to express their preferences about the alternatives.
However, in some cases, experts may belong to distinct research
areas and will, therefore, have different background and levels
of knowledge. A consequence of this is that the expression of
preferences will be based on linguistic term sets with different
granularity, which means that adequate tools to manage and
model multigranular linguistic information become essential
[10], [16], [35].

In this paper, we deal with multigranular linguistic GDM
problems, i.e., GDM problems where the experts may express
their multigranular linguistic preference relations
on the set of alternatives , using different linguistic term sets
with different cardinality and/or semantics .
Therefore, represents the preference of alternative
over alternative for the expert assessed on the label set .
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Fig. 4. CSS model in a multigranular linguistic context.

III. A CONSENSUS SUPPORT SYSTEM MODEL FOR

MULTIGRANULAR GDM PROBLEMS

Decision support systems (DSSs) are becoming an essential
tool nowadays for making decisions, mainly due to the large
amount of diverse, and frequently uncertain, information that
has to be processed in most important decision situations [4],
[5], [12]–[14], [20]–[22], [24], [28], [32], [36], [37]. In this sec-
tion, we design a model of consensus support system (CSS),
i.e., the component of a group DSS that provides support to the
experts to reach consensus during the process of making a de-
cision. This CSS model has the following two main character-
istics.

1) It is designed to guide the consensus process of multi-
granular linguistic GDM problems.

2) A guidance advice system is included to substitute the
moderator’s actions and to give advice to the experts
to find out the changes they need to make in their opin-
ions in order to obtain the highest degree of consensus
possible.

Although the main purpose of this CSS model is to support
the decision makers throughout the consensus process, they
are responsible for the final decision. In fact, it is the decision
makers who decide whether or not to follow the advice gen-
erated by the CSS. In any case, because the CSS considerably
reduces the time associated with making the decision, it extends
the decision makers ability to analyze the information involved
in the decision-making process. The advice produced by the
CSS will provide the decision makers with a clear picture of

their actual position within the group, which they can then use
to decide upon their actual position or subsequent action.

The CSS model that we propose is built up using the fol-
lowing.

1) A multigranular linguistic methodology to unify all the
different linguistic preferences into a single domain.

2) Two consensus criteria: consensus degrees and prox-
imity measures. The first ones are used to measure the
agreement amongst all the experts, while the second
ones are used to learn how close the collective and in-
dividual expert’s preferences are. Both consensus cri-
teria are calculated at three levels: pairs of alternatives,
alternatives, and relation.

3) A set of advice rules and a feedback mechanism, based
on the above consensus criteria, to guide the direction
of change in the experts’ opinions.

The CSS model consists of four consecutive steps as illus-
trated in Fig. 4, which will be described in detail in the following
subsections.

A. Making the Linguistic Information Uniform

To manage multigranular information we need to make it uni-
form [10], i.e., experts’ preferences must be transformed (using
a transformation function) into a single domain or linguistic
term set that we call basic linguistic term set (BLTS) denoted
by . To do this, it seems reasonable to impose a granularity
high enough to maintain the uncertainty degrees associated to
each one of the possible domains to be unified. This means that
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the granularity of the BLTS has to be as high as possible. There-
fore, in a general multigranular linguistic context, to select
we proceed as follows.

1) If there is only one linguistic term set, from the set of
different domains to be unified, with maximum granu-
larity, then we choose that one as the BLTS, .

2) If there are two or more linguistic term sets with max-
imum granularity, then the election of will depend
on the semantics associated to them.

a) If all of them have the same semantics (with different
labels), then any one of them can be selected as .

b) If two or more of them have different semantics, then
is defined as a generic linguistic term set with a

number of terms greater than the number of terms a
person is able to discriminate, which is normally 7 or
9 [30]. For example, we can use a BLTS with 15 terms
symmetrically distributed [10].

Once has been selected, the following multigranular trans-
formation function is applied to transform every linguistic value
into a fuzzy set defined on .

Definition 1 [10]: If and
are two linguistic term sets, with , then

a multigranular transformation function, , is defined as

where is the set of fuzzy sets defined on , and
and are the membership functions of the fuzzy sets as-
sociated to the linguistic terms and , respectively.

The composition of the linguistic preference relations pro-
vided by the experts, , with the multigranular transforma-
tion functions, , will result in a unification of the prefer-
ences for the whole group of experts. In particular, the linguistic
preference will be transformed into the fuzzy set, defined on

To simplify, we will continue to denote by , and
we will use only the membership degrees to denote the uni-
formed linguistic preference relation

...
. . .

...

B. Computation of Consensus Degrees

The computation of consensus degrees requires the use of
some similarity or coincidence function to obtain the level of
agreement amongst all the experts [12]–[14]. These similarity

or coincidence functions detect how far each individual expert is
from the rest. If the experts’ preferences are represented as pref-
erence vectors, then we can define a similarity function using
anyone of the traditional distance measures between vectors,
as, for example, the Euclidean distance or the cosine of their
vector-angle.

As we said in the previous subsection, in the linguistic pref-
erence relation each preference value is represented as
a fuzzy subset defined on , and therefore, each preference
value is a vector of membership degrees. This is why to cal-
culate the proximity between the linguistic preferences
given by the experts , we initially applied these traditional
distance measures to their associated membership degrees vec-
tors. However, after checking the results of some trials, we dis-
covered cases in which unexpected results were obtained, as is
shown in the following example, which implied that these dis-
tance measures were not suitable to define a similarity function
in our case.

Example 1: If ,
and are three experts’ assessments on the
pair of alternatives , the following values are obtained
using the Euclidean distance:

With the Euclidean distance, both preference values and
are at the same distance from the preference value , although,
it is clear, however, that the first one is further from than the
second one. The problem, in this case, is the way the information
of these fuzzy sets is interpreted, as a vector of membership
degrees without having taken into account their positions in it.
To take into account both the membership values and positions,
a different similarity function able to represent the distribution
of the information in the fuzzy set is necessary.

To overcome the previous problem we define a similarity
function based on the central value of a fuzzy set,

(1)

which represents the average position or centre of gravity of the
information contained in the fuzzy set ,
being . The range of this central value is the
closed interval . Indeed, from the obvious inequalities

index and

we have that

and
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Finally, dividing all sides of the inequality by , we
obtain

that is .
Example 2: The application of (1) to the assessments of ex-

ample 1 gives the following central values:

For ,
and , the central values are

and

As expected, when the information (membership values) moves
from the left part of the fuzzy set to the right part, the central
value increases.

The value can be used as a measure of distance
between the preference values and . Thus, we define a
similarity function between these two preference values, mea-
sured in the unit interval , as follows:

(2)

The closer to 1 the more similar and are, while
the closer to 0 the more distant and are.

Example 3: The values of similarity between the assess-
ments of example 1 are

Using the previous similarity function (2), the computation of
the consensus degrees is carried out in the following steps.

1) After the experts’ preferences are uniform, the central
values are calculated:

(3)

2) For each pair of experts , a similarity
matrix is calculated, where

(4)

3) A consensus matrix, , is obtained by ag-
gregating all the similarity matrices. This aggregation
is carried out at the level of pairs of alternatives:

In our case, we propose the use of the arithmetic mean
as the aggregation function , although, different ag-
gregation operators could be used according to the par-
ticular properties we want to implement.

4) Computation of consensus degrees. As we said in Sec-
tion 1, the consensus degrees are computed at the three

different levels: pairs of alternatives, alternatives and
relation.

Level 1) Consensus on pairs of alternatives. The con-
sensus degree on a pair of alternatives ,
called , is defined to measure the consensus
degree amongst all the experts on that pair of
alternatives. In our case, this is expressed by the
element of the consensus matrix CM, i.e.,

The closer to 1, the greater the agreement
amongst all the experts on the pair of alternatives

. This measure will allow the identifica-
tion of those pairs of alternatives with a poor level
of consensus.

Level 2) Consensus on alternatives. The consensus degree
on an alternative , called , is defined to mea-
sure the consensus degree amongst all the experts
on that alternative. For this, we take the average
of the row of the consensus matrix , i.e.,

(5)

These values can be used to propose the modifi-
cation of preferences associated to those alterna-
tives with a consensus degree lower than a min-
imal consensus threshold , i.e., .

Level 3) Consensus on the relation. The consensus degree
on the relation, called cr, is defined to measure
the global consensus degree amongst the experts’
opinions. It is computed as the average of all the
consensus degrees on the alternatives, i.e.,

(6)

This is the value that the CSS model uses to con-
trol the consensus situation.

C. Consensus Control

How the CSS controls the consensus level in each discussion
round is addressed. Before applying the CSS model, a minimum
consensus threshold, , is fixed, which will obviously
depend on the particular problem we are dealing with. When the
consequences of the decision to be made are of a transcendent
importance, the minimum level of consensus required to make
that decision should be logically as high as possible, and it is not
unusual if a minimum value of 0.8 or higher is imposed. At the
other extreme, we have cases where the consequences are not
so transcendental (but are still important), where it is urgent to
obtain a solution to the problem, and thus, a minimum consensus
value as close as possible to 0.5 could be required.

In any case, when the consensus measure reaches the
CSS will stop and the selection process will be applied to obtain
the solution. However, as we said before, the global consensus
measure may not converge to this minimal consensus threshold.
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Fig. 5. Consensus control.

In order to avoid this, two parameters, , to control
the number of executed discussion rounds, and Maxcycles, to
control the maximum number of rounds already executed, are
incorporated into the CSS model. This is shown in Fig. 5.

D. Production of Advice

When the consensus level is lower than the minimum
threshold value, the experts’ opinions must be modified. This
is done in a group discussion session in which the CSS model
uses proximity measures to identify those experts furthest away
from the collective opinion, and a guidance advice system to
generate recommendations to support the experts in changing
their opinions. Both, the proximity measures and the guidance
advice system, are explained in detail in the following subsec-
tions.

1) Computation of Proximity Measures: Proximity mea-
sures evaluate the agreement between the individual experts’
opinions and the group opinion. Thus, to calculate them, a
collective preference relation, , has to be obtained
by means of the aggregation of the set of (uniformed) individual
preference relations

with an “aggregation operator.”
Because then

with which means that is also a
fuzzy set defined on . Clearly, the similarity functions de-
fined in expression (2) can be used to evaluate the agreement
between each individual expert’s preferences, , and the col-
lective preferences, . Therefore, the measurement of prox-
imity is carried out in two steps.

1) A proximity matrix, , for each expert
, is obtained where .

2) Computation of proximity measures. Again, we calcu-
late proximity measures at three different levels.

Level 1) Proximity on pairs of alternatives. Given an ex-
pert , his/her proximity measure on a pair of
alternatives, , called , is defined to
measure the proximity between his/her prefer-
ence value on that pair of alternatives and the
group’s one. In our case, this is expressed by the
element of the proximity matrix , i.e.,

Level 2) Proximity on alternatives. Given an expert ,
his/her proximity measure on an alternative, ,
called , is defined to measure the proximity
between his/her preference values on that alter-
native and the group’s ones. For this, we take the
average of the proximities on pairs of alternatives
of .

(7)

Level 3) Proximity on the relation. Given an expert ,
his/her proximity measure on the relation,
called , is defined to measure the global prox-
imity between his/her preference values on all al-
ternatives and the group’s ones. It is computed as
the average of all proximity on alternative values,
i.e.,

(8)

If the aforementioned proximity values are close to 1 then they
have a positive contribution for the consensus to be high, while
if they are close to 0 then they have a negative contribution to
consensus. As a consequence, these proximity measures can be
used to build a guidance advice system that acts as a feedback
mechanism for the experts to change their opinions and to find
out which direction that change has to follow in order to obtain
the highest degree of consensus possible.

2) Guidance Advice System: As aforementioned, the goal of
the guidance advice system is to generate recommendations or
advice to the experts in order to achieve a solution set of alterna-
tives with the highest degree of consensus possible. Therefore,
the guidance advice system will be applied until a satisfactory
consensus level is reached or when a stop condition is satisfied
( reaches Maxcycle), as explained in Subsection III-C.
There are two reasons why we call this a guidance system.

i) It is able to identify, in a precise way, the experts, alter-
natives and pairs of alternatives with a negative contri-
bution to consensus, which will allow the CSS to pro-
vide appropriate advice on changes of the assessments
associated to only those negative contributors.

ii) It is able to advise on the direction of the required
changes, by increasing or decreasing the value of the
assessments.
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To achieve i) and ii), the guidance advice system consists of a
set of two types of advice rules, A) identification rules and B)
direction rules.

A) Identification rules (IR) to identify the experts, the
alternatives and the pairs of alternatives that should
participate in the change process. Therefore, we define
three identification rules.

1) An identification rule of experts, to identify those ex-
perts that should receive advice on how to change some
of their preferences values. Obviously, the first experts
to change their opinions are those with the lowest prox-
imity values . At this point, the number or % of ex-
perts (ne) that should modify their opinions has to be
decided. The choice of the value of ne may depend on
the type of problem dealt with and/or the amount of
time available for carrying out the discussion sessions
amongst the experts. If a quick achievement of con-
sensus is desired, then the value of ne might be high
(for example %) while if ne is low (for ex-
ample %) then the CSS would need to be
executed more time and, therefore, more time will be
needed, to reach consensus. This set of experts is de-
noted as EXPCH. Therefore, the identification rule of
experts is the following:

IR.1) , then should receive advice on
how to change his/her opinions, being

where is a permutation over the set of proximities on
the relation defined as .

2) An identification rule of alternatives, to identify those
alternatives whose associated assessments should be
taken into account by the above experts in the change
process of their preferences. This set of alternatives
is denoted as ALT. To do this, we use the consensus
degrees on alternatives , being the
identification rule of alternatives the following:

IR.2) then should con-
sider to change some of his/her assessments associ-
ated to the set of pairs of alternatives

, i.e., the following set of preference values

being ALT the set of alternatives with associated con-
sensus degrees lower than the specified consensus
threshold , i.e.,

3) An identification rule of pairs of alternatives, to iden-
tify those particular pairs of alternatives whose
respective associated assessments the
expert should change. This set of pairs of alterna-
tives is denoted as . To do this, we use the prox-
imity measures on pairs of alternatives, being the iden-
tification rule of pairs of alternatives the following:

IR.3) , if
then should change being the set of pairs

of alternatives whose proximity values
are below a minimum proximity threshold, , i.e.,

Clearly, the greater the greater the number of changes
needed.

B) Direction rules to find out the direction of the change
to be recommended in each case, i.e., the direction of
the change to be applied to the preference assessment

, with . To do this, two pairs of
direction parameters are obtained, one from , and
the other from the collective preference assessment

. These pairs of direction parameters will contain
both the position and membership degree associated
to a main-label and a secondary-label

, respectively. The main-label will cor-
respond to that with maximum membership degree
while the secondary-label will correspond to that
with second greatest membership degree. Therefore,
for each preference assessment to be changed,

and
are

compared to define the following four direction rules.
DR.1) If then the expert

should decrease the assessment associated to the
pair of alternatives , i.e., .

DR.2) If then the expert should
increase the assessment associated to the pair of al-
ternatives i.e., .

DR.3) If then rules DR.1, DR.2,
and DR.3 are applied using the membership values
of the main-labels, and .

DR.4) If
, then rules DR.1, DR.2, and DR.3

are applied using the position and membership
values of the secondary-labels sl.

These direction rules will not be produced when a de-
crease or increase are suggested to an assessment rep-
resented by the first or last label of a linguistic term set,
respectively.

The structure of the algorithm that implements the operation
of the guidance advice system based on the above advice rules
is shown in Table I.

Obviously, the consensus reaching process will depend on
the size of the group of experts as well as on the size of
the set of alternatives, so that when these sizes are small
and when opinions are homogeneous, the consensus level
required is easier to obtain [17], [41]. On the other hand,
we note that changes in the experts’ opinions will produce a
change in the collective opinion, especially when the experts
opinions are quite different, i.e., in the early stages of the
consensus process. In fact, when experts opinions are close,
i.e., when the consensus measure approaches the consensus
level required, changes in experts’ opinions will not produce
a great difference in the collective opinion. This will be
illustrated with an example in the next section.
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TABLE I
OPERATION ALGORITHM OF THE GUIDANCE ADVICE SYSTEM

IV. EXAMPLE OF APPLICATION OF THE CSS MODEL

An investment company wants to invest a sum of money in the
best industrial sector, from the set of four possible alternatives:

• Car industry: ;

• Food company: ;
• Computer company: ;
• Arms industry: .

To do this, four consultancy departments within the company
are requested to provide information:
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• Risk analysis department: ;
• Growth analysis department: ;
• Social-political analysis department: ;
• Environmental impact analysis department: .

Each department is directed by an expert who provides his/her
preferences about the alternatives using the following linguistic
term sets:

• and provide their preferences by using a lin-
guistic term set of granularity 5, ;

• provides preferences using a linguistic term set of
granularity 9, ;

• provides preferences using a linguistic term set of
granularity 7, .

The linguistic preference relations provided by each one of the
experts are

We shall use the proposed CSS model to carry out the consensus
process of this GDM problem.
FIRST ROUND

1) Application of the multigranular transformation
function
Once the experts provide their linguistic preference
relations, the CSS will choose an appropriate BLTS,

. In this case, because there is only
one linguistic term set , from the set of different
domains to be unified, with maximum granularity,
then . Next, multigranular transformation
functions are applied, to make
the information uniform; see the table at the top of
page XXX, showing the application of the multigran-
ular transformation fucntions.

2) Computation of consensus degrees
1) Central values:

2) Similarity matrices:
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3) Consensus matrix.

4) Consensus degrees.
Level 1) Consensus on pairs of alternatives. The element

of CM represents the consensus degree on
the pair of alternatives .

Level 2) Consensus on alternatives.

Level 3) Consensus on the relation or global consensus.

3) Consensus control
In this step of the CSS model, the global consensus
value cr is compared with the consensus threshold .
In this example, we have decided to use the value,

. Because , then it is concluded that
there is no consensus amongst the experts, and conse-
quently the CSS computes the proximity measures to
support the experts on the necessary changes in their
preferences in order to increase cr.

4) Production of advice
To compute the proximity measures we first obtain the
collective preference relation by aggregating all indi-
vidual preference relations, . In our case, we do this
by using the average as the aggregation operator

4.1 Computation of Proximity Measures
1) Proximity matrices:

2) Proximity measures.
Level 1) Proximity on pairs of alternatives for expert are

given in .
Level 2) Proximity on alternatives.

Level 3) Proximity on the relation.

4.2. Guidance Advice System
A) Identification rules.
1) Set of experts to change their preferences, EXPCH.

The ranking of the experts according to their prox-
imity of the collective preferences is . In
this step, we need to set the number of experts that
should change their opinions, . In our example, we
have decided that half of the experts will change their
assessments, i.e., %, which implies

2) Set of alternatives whose assessments should be con-
sidered in the change process ALT. In our case, as we
fixed a value of 0.75, we have:

3) Set of pairs of alternatives whose associated assess-
ments should change, . At this point, we need
to identify the preference values, , that have to be
changed. To do this, a proximity threshold
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is fixed, which gives the following two sets of pairs of
alternatives:

which gives the following list of preference values:

B) Direction rules.
1) Direction parameters; see the table at the top of the

page.
2) Application of the direction rules.
• Because

, and
, expert is advised

to decrease the assessment of the first two preference
values (DR1) and increase those of the second pair of
preference values (DR2).

• Expert is advised to decrease the value of (DR1),
increase the value of (DR2) and decrease the value
of , and (DR3):
and ). However, because

its associated direction rule is not provided
by the CSS.
SECOND ROUND

1) Providing new preferences
Following the previous advice, the experts and
have to change their preferences on some pairs of al-
ternatives. Their new preferences are as follows:

2) Computation of consensus degrees
1) Similarity matrices:

2) Consensus matrix.

3) Consensus degrees.
Level 1) Consensus on pairs of alternatives. The element

of CM represents the consensus degree on
the pair of alternatives .

Level 2) Consensus on alternatives.

Level 3) Consensus on the relation or global consensus.
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3) Consensus control
As we can observe, the changes in the preference
values introduced result in an increasing of the
global consensus from 0.7 to 0.73, although it is still
lower than the minimum consensus threshold value

. If it were decided that this consensus value
is still insufficient, then further preference changes
would be necessary, and the CSS would consequently
compute the proximity measures.

4) Production of advice
The collective preferences values affected by the
changes of the individual preferences are

4.1 Computation of Proximity Measures
1) Proximity matrices:

2) Proximity measures.
Level 1) Proximity on pairs of alternatives for expert are

given in .
Level 2) Proximity on alternatives.

Level 3) Proximity on the relation.

It is worth noting the diverse effects the changes
in the individual preferences had on the proximity
values. In general the new proximity values in the

second round are greater than in the first one, although
there are a few cases where the effect is the opposite.
If we look at the proximity values at the third level,
we observe that there is one expert whose proximity
value has decreased. However, the average proximity
value of the group in this round of the CSS is greater
than in the first one.
4.2. Guidance Advice System

A) Identification rules.
1) Set of experts to change their preferences, EXPCH.

The ranking of the experts according to their proximity
of the collective preferences is . With the
same value of 0.5

2) Set of alternatives whose assessments should be con-
sidered in the change process, ALT. In our case, as we
fixed a value of 0.75, we have

3) Set of pairs of alternatives whose assessments should
change. There are six preference values, , on which
the CSS will produce advice rules in this second round
which are considerably lower than in the previous
round (with the same proximity threshold ).
These are

We observe that two of the preference values for the
expert were already obtained in this step in the first
round of the CSS. For the first one, , a direction
rule of change was produced but it was not imple-
mented, this being the reason why it appeared again
in the second round. The reason for the appearance
of in the second round of the CSS could reside
in its associated proximity value. In the first round,
this proximity value was very low (0.52) compared to
the proximity threshold (0.75), and although it experi-
enced a considerable increase from 0.52 to 0.68, this
has proven to be insufficient. This could indicate that
the intensity of the proposed change for a preference
value should be linked to the magnitude of the dif-
ference between the proximity threshold and its prox-
imity value. The appearance, however, of is mainly
due to a side effect of the changes implemented in the
first round. In fact, this is one of the few preference
assessments whose proximity value has been affected
“negatively,” decreasing from 0.78 to 0.74, a value, on
the other hand, quite close to the proximity threshold
(which may be taken into account not to change it).

B) Direction rules
1) Direction parameters. In the table at the top of the

page, means that there are more than one possible
secondary label candidates (eight, actually). However,
they do not play any role in the production of direction
rules. We also note that both individual and collective
main and secondary labels of the preference value
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have the same position, which may be another reason
for not changing it.

2) Application of the direction rules. In this second round,
both experts are advised to decrease the assessment of
their three preference values.
THIRD ROUND

Taking into account all the suggested rules, the assessments
of the preference values changed to the nearest lower label (ex-
cept for ), the new consensus measures that we obtain are as
follows.

Level 1) Consensus on pairs of alternatives.

Level 2) Consensus on alternatives.

Level 3) Consensus on the relation or global consensus.

The minimum consensus threshold is reached and, therefore,
the CSS would stop and the selection process would be applied
to obtain the final solution of consensus.

V. CONCLUSION

A CSS model to automatically model the whole consensus
process of multigranular linguistic GDM problems has been
presented. There are two main features of this CSS model: (i)
it is able to manage consensus processes in problems where ex-
perts may have different levels of background or knowledge to
solve the problem, and ii) it is able to generate advice on the
necessary changes in the experts’ opinions in order to reach con-
sensus, which makes the figure of the moderator, traditionally
present in the consensus reaching process, unnecessary.

The main purpose of this CSS model is to provide support to
the experts throughout the consensus process, however they are
responsible for the final decision, not the CSS. In fact, it is the
decision makers who decide whether or not to follow the advice
generated by the CSS. In any case, this CSS model considerably
reduces the time associated with making the decision, and thus
it extends the decision makers ability to analyze the information
involved in the decision-making process.

This CSS model makes use of a multigranular linguistic
methodology based on transformation functions to unify the

multigranular linguistic information, and a similarity function
based on the central values of the preference degrees has been
proposed to calculate consensus degrees and proximity values.
This calculation was carried out at the three different levels of
representation of information: pairs of alternatives, alternatives
and relation. Based on these consensus criteria, a guidance
advice system has been designed, to identify, in a precise
way, the experts, alternatives and pairs of alternatives with a
negative contribution to consensus, which allowed the CSS
to provide appropriate advice on changes of the assessments
associated to only those negative contributors. Finally, how the
CSS recommendation rules are obtained and the improvement
they have on the level of consensus in the group have been
illustrated using a practical example.

We point out that the multigranular linguistic based CSS
model presented in this paper does not incorporate any specific
criteria in the advice rule system to provide recommendations
to the experts on the appropriate level of degree of change
of their assessments in order to obtain the highest degree of
consensus possible. In future research, this problem will be
addressed to improve the performance of the CSS model.
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